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Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 171
A web application that implements three invalid login attempts is mitigating against

A. Reverse brute force attacks.
B. Denial of service.
C. Brute force attacks.
D. Authentication bypass.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 172
What type of attack leverages the trust that a user has in a website?

A. Cross-site request forgery
B. Cross-site scripting
C. Trust switching
D. Trust boundary issues

Answer: B

QUESTION: 173
What does the command "xlsclients -display 192.168.1.1:0.0 -/' do?

A. Lists the IPs of clients connected to a server
B. Lists the windows on a remote X Windows display
C. Opens a xterm window on a remote system
D. Performs a Man-in-the-Middle attack against a X Windows server

Answer: B
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QUESTION: 174
What is the security best-practice countermeasure to prevent port redirection?

A. Implementing host-based firewall ACLs
B. Implementing anti-virus
C. Consuming all ports with legitimate programs
D. Setting strong file system ACLs

Answer: A

QUESTION: 175
A corporate user has just been hacked and shell code is installed. The attacker is running with
NT AUTHORITY/SYSTEM privileges and cannot escalate to any other account. What
protection mechanism will prevent the user's data from compromise?

A. Bitlocker
B. Full disk encryption
C. Encrypted File System
D. Tight file level ACLs

Answer: C

QUESTION: 176
A consultant is hired to perform social engineering for a company known as MegaVal. The
consultant decides to impersonate MegaVal's website (www.megaval.com) by creating a new
site (www.megaval- survey.com). To make the new site look legitimate, the consultant creates
HTML for a login page and then uses MegaVal's cascading style sheets (CSS). Using email
addresses harvested from MegaVal's website, the consultant sends emails to MegaVal
employees requiring them to take part in a mandatory survey. The consultant now waits to see
if any MegaVal employees login to the site and capture their usernames and passwords. After
collecting numerous set of credentials, the consultant navigates to owa.megaval.com and is
able to login to MegaVal employees Outlook web access accounts. What is the security issue?

A. MegaVal failed to remove OWA from IIS.
B. The MS Exchange server should be placed in the DMZ.
C. Firewalls did not restrict traffic.
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D. Multi-factor authentication was not implemented.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 177
However, the consultant receives the following error message:

Which of the following commands would the consultant execute in order to enable
xp_cmdshell remotely?

A. exec spconfigure 'xpcmdshell', 1
B. exec sp_configure 'enable xp_cmdshell', 1
C. exec sp_configure 'load on start xp_cmdsheH', 1
D. exec sp_configure 'sac xp_cmdshell', 1

Answer: A
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